STATE TO CHOOSE DELEGATE TODAY

Miss Pearl Drammey, Hertz, or Rita Sick, of the Phoenix F. A. Atlantic conference.

The State college delegation to the National Women's Conference in Atlantic City, is expected here today. Mrs. Drammele will be the presiding officer of the conference when it begins.

The conference will be held in the gymnasium of the State High School.

The state college delegation will consist of 11 members and 3 alternates.

The following are the names of the members:

Mrs. Drammey, Hertz; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; and Mrs. Sick, Rita.

The following are the names of the alternates:

Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; and Mrs. Sick, Rita.

The following are the names of the substitutes:

Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; and Mrs. Sick, Rita.

The following are the names of the supporters:

Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; and Mrs. Sick, Rita.

The following are the names of the members of the executive committee:

Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; and Mrs. Sick, Rita.

The following are the names of the members of the finance committee:

Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; and Mrs. Sick, Rita.

The following are the names of the members of the nominating committee:

Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; and Mrs. Sick, Rita.

The following are the names of the members of the program committee:

Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; and Mrs. Sick, Rita.

The following are the names of the members of the executive committee:

Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; and Mrs. Sick, Rita.

The following are the names of the members of the finance committee:

Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; and Mrs. Sick, Rita.
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Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; and Mrs. Sick, Rita.

The following are the names of the members of the executive committee:

Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; and Mrs. Sick, Rita.

The following are the names of the members of the finance committee:

Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; and Mrs. Sick, Rita.

The following are the names of the members of the nominating committee:

Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; and Mrs. Sick, Rita.

The following are the names of the members of the program committee:

Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; and Mrs. Sick, Rita.
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Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; Mrs. Sick, Rita; and Mrs. Sick, Rita.
FREES RELAX IN COMFORTABLE DECK CHAIRS ON ROOF OF HARRISON HALL. The weather was so pleasant and the breeze so strong that many residents of the dormitory outside, near the dining hall and the main building, enjoyed the 270-degree view from the roof. The modern significance of a refrigerator to
DELEGATES OBTAIN IDEAS FOR DRAMA

State is only college at Hopewell to represent outside artists

State college was one of twenty-six colleges and universities in eastern United States represented at the technical conference of the inter-collegiate Dramatic association, conducted at Hopewell college, Frederik, Maryland, last Friday and Saturday, December 5 and 6.

Ralph B. Brinton, state college manager, spoke on the purposes of the Dramatic association and laid the grounds for the conference. The purpose of the conference was to bring together college students, and to promote the development of college dramatic activities.

Dean Pierce Addresses 186 At Second Dinners

Dean Pierce, in his address at the second dinner, said that the college students are responsible for the success of the school, and that the students should help to make the school a success.

Short News Notes

The Junior class held the annual Christmas party at the Trim Club. The program consisted of music and dance, and the floor was crowded with students.

JUNIORS PAY DUES MOST PROMPTLY

The President of the State College announces that all members of the college have paid their dues on time.

FIVE MEN ATTEND Y.M.C.A. MEETING

Dean of Men's College Addresses State Conference on Religion and American College

State college was represented at the general meeting of the college.
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PRINTING OF ALL KINDS

Students and Groups at State College will be given special attention
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STATE WITNESSES MANY INNOVATIONS, HISTORY REVEALS

It is the policy of the State College to encourage students to take an active role in the management of the Student Union. In light of this, the Student Union held its first meeting of the year on Monday, September 8. The purpose of the meeting was to plan for the upcoming academic year and to discuss various issues affecting the Student Union.

The meeting began with a brief introduction by the President of the Student Union, followed by an overview of the Student Union’s goals and objectives for the year. The President emphasized the importance of student involvement in decision-making processes and encouraged all students to participate in the planning process.

Several new initiatives were introduced, including a new student newspaper, a community service program, and an expanded course offerings. The meeting also discussed the possibility of creating a Student Union building on campus, which would provide a dedicated space for student activities and meetings.

The meeting concluded with a general discussion of student concerns and ideas for future initiatives. The President reminded everyone of the importance of participation and encouraged students to bring their ideas and suggestions to future meetings.
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